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Official Notification
On behalf of the World Ju Jitsu Federation /World Ju Jitsu Kobudo Organization HQ in Milan, I would like to announce that Hanshi Peter Pace, so shihan,
has been appointed and fully endorsed as the successor to Soke Jang De Jong as
Vice President for the WJJF/WJJKO Australasia, as of today 20th October
2015.
We look forward to working with Hanshi Peter very closely to bring back a
strong, vibrant WJJF/WJJKO Australasia. On behalf of the WJJF/WJJKO we
wish him great success in the years to come.
Signed
Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti

A Great Succes
2015 The 24th TAFISA World Congress..!!
From 14 - 18 October, 2015 in Budapest Hungary, The Association For International Sport For All (TAFISA) conducted its 24th World Congress..!! Hundreds of delegates from many countries from across the globe attended and participated in this Wonderful Conference & Celebration all about Healthy Living
with Sport For All..!!

Shihan Stefano Draghi (7th Dan) offered an insight into continuing techniques
of Jiu-Jitsu. Robert Schenk (6th Dan Jiu-Jitsu and President of the WJJF Switzerland), and Richard Schmidt (6th Dan Jiu-Jitsu and Vice President of Sport
WJJF-D), Ulrich Häßner (6th Dan), Steffen Lingslebe (4th Dan), Danny
Grießbach (4th Dan) and Andreas Neldner (1st Dan) gave instructions about
the different techniques of Jiu-Jitsu over the few days. Kyoshi Rainer Gritt (8th
Dan and President of the DJJU) refined the image using leverage techniques,
while Torsten Kosuch (6th Dan and Vice President Administration) showed
quick and short techniques. A special highlight was Anton Weinberger (9th
Dan Bojewoje Sambo), who passed his knowledge from the Sambo.
But the intense and exciting training with the great masters was not everything
on these days! There was a cooperation agreement signed between the WJJF-D
and the DJJU, represented by the Presidents Josef Oberhollenzer and Rainer
Grytt, which emphasizes an efficient and targeted cooperation under the Budo
in the future.
After the training, the participants found a sauna or a pool to relax and also an
evening program for celebration. On the Budoparty DJ "Micha" played very
good music, so sometimes it was very tight on the dance floor. But even the
good cause was not forgotten at all. The Budo society Adorf collected donations
for the children's home Tannenhof in Erlbach for several years. With the raffle,
which was a lot of fun, 800 Euro could be taken this year. "Thanks to all donors."
Although the night from Saturday to Sunday was extremely short for
a lot of the participants., they met again on Sunday for three hours
on the mat, in order to be trained in two training sessions.
Finally Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti indicated to the World
Congress of the WJJF / WJJKO in June 2016 in Rome, where all
the WJJF-D members are invited to come.
After lunch on Sunday, everyone agreed: "It was a great weekend
with highly qualified masters and highly disciplined and motivated
participants".

Eine große Familie
The international meeting of the Grand Masters
From 23 - 25. October 2015 a spectacular seminar in the Saxon Erz Mountains
took place. The Budo society Adorf had the great honor to welcome a number
of national and international teachers for this event. The path to the Rabenberg
was found by a total of 180 Budokas from Hungary, Italy, Switzerland and Germany to do sports together on two days on the 580 m² Tatami.
On the first day Ulrich Häßner, Technical Director of the WJJF-D welcomed
the participants and wished them a pleasant stay. Josef Oberhollenzer, President
of the WJJF-D was pleased with the great response and thanked the team of the
Budo society Adorf for the organization.
And they were ready to rock and roll: First, the international president of the
WJJF / WJJKO Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti (9th Dan Jiu-Jitsu) and
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Life is made of steps… there is someone
climbing down and someone climbing up
500 steps!
Lipsia Germany 23-25 October 2015
The Wjjf Deutschland could be considered
the 3rd reality of the jujitsu, made in soke
dai Clark/Gsb.
In 1968 the first seminar in Gunslinger,
with the presentation of the budo pass and
of the Syllabus, both realized by me.
The vice presidency of Willy Kliesh; and after the era of Sigmund Weis and Manfred
Kison – not always so clear- till today, with
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the presidency of Josef Oberhollenzer, the Iron Tyrolese, and do not forget first rank staff with Richard Schmidt, the future president in 2016.
So thinking about the past, we are suysheki - shihan, Stefano Draghi and I in
Lipsia, Germany. Lipsia, is well known because of the second important battle
of Napoleone Bonaparte (1769 –1821) 1st Consul of France (1799), and later
the Emperor of the French, after the battle of Austerlitz (1805), considered important for who are following the military career.
Torsten Kosuch, shihan, brought us to visit the monument “Völkerschlachtdenkmal” (in Italian: “Monumento della Battaglia delle Nazioni"). The monument was built where there was the chief of Napoleon during the battle; began
in 1897 and completed in 1913, is offering something more than a simple view
of Lipsia or Leipzig.
The monument was built more than 100 years, after the war of the liberation
from the French (Forum Vienna 1813). In the crypt the ossuary of the dead
from different armies which participated at the battle, fought with great fury
by both parties, with the first participation of the great armies of the European
powers anti-French (Russia, Prussia, Austria e Sweden)
Therefore 500 steps to arrive at the top of the platform. I do not know if it was
the will to put me in silence or for a momentary break - out of the lift.
SO we had a very nice walk!!
Saturday 24 October the Wjjf/Wjjko, introduces this formation:
Germany: Josef Oberhollenzer shihan, and Richard Schmidt shihan
Switzerland: Robert Schenk shihan
Hungary: Tamas Smaraglai shihan
Besides sambo, Anton Weinberger and Rainer Grytt, for Germany signed a
cooperation protocol with the Wjjf Deutschland.
245 participants, not really bad!! What else can we add?
Wherever you go, you find our Wjjf/Wjjko !!
Also Liverpool think about us!!
Gsb

Biography of shihan David Flaherty M.B.E.
Shihan Dave Flaherty started Martial Arts in 1957 when his arts of choice were
Judo and Boxing. While serving his country he joined Ju-Jitsu classes with the
army in 1961 and two years later achieved his 1st Dan, pushing on to open his
first Club in Northwich in 1968.
His 2nd Dan & 3rd Dan followed with Budo of Great Britain, and he continued training with them until he was invited by Soke Robert Clark to join
Wjjf-Wjjko at its inception in 1976. It was with our Federation that he then
progressed through the ranks – attaining 4th Dan in 1979 and the prestigious
Master Grade with World Ju-Jitsu & Kobudo in 1984.
Shihan Flaherty started the official Coaching programme for WJJF in the early
nineties and was awarded title of ‘Director of Coaching’ in 2004 by Soke Clark.
Being very much a perfectionist in all areas he moved on to take qualifications
in Assessor / Internal Verifier and External Verifier for City & Guilds Awarding

Body. Much to the great pride of Soke Clark, Shihan Flaherty, assisted by partner Helen Travis (Master grade), obtained the coveted NVQ centre status for
WJJF headquarters in 1996.
In 1998, Shihan Flaherty was given the wonderful accolade of being awarded
an MBE for services to Martial Arts in the Community and for the disabled.
He developed courses for Special needs students in M.A in 1980, & disseminated his knowledge and expertise in this area down to other coaches on the
ground, promoting inclusion for everyone so that students of varying needs are
easily accommodated within our Federation to the present day.
Shihan Flaherty is also trained in the Russian Martial Art, Systema, of which he
has been an Instructor from 2000, running clubs in Cheshire and Shropshire
and he also oversees Ju-Jitsu Clubs in Cheshire, Shropshire and Herefordshire.
--But we have so far only spoken of Shihan Flaherty, the Martial Artist. He is a
very multi-faceted character whose background and experience has built the
character of the man. In the Mid 1980s he worked with the occupational
Health Unit Cheshire CC as a First Aid Tutor. He continues to regularly deliver
courses for First Aid at Worko, Emergency First Aid, and Paediatric First Aid.
Following his determination to further educate himself he graduated from
Open University in 1990 with a BA Hons and went on to complete a Post Graduate qualification.
His wealth of experience that he brings to his coaching was gleaned from his roles in the army as a PTI Unarmed Combat Instructor, NBC Instructor, Combat
Survival Instructor and a Combat Medic. This background made him aptly placed to run courses in Martial Arts for the SAS in Hereford and also at Eton
College in Windsor. Shihan Flaherty has been a qualified RLSS Tutor National
Trainer Assessor from 1966 to date, and was also awarded Honorary Life Member Status 2011 (Life Saving).
--Shihan Flaherty thought he had reached the pinnacle of his Ju-Jitsu career in
2004 when he was awarded 8th Dan only to find eight years later in 2012 – he
was awarded with the honour of attaining 9th Degree for his loyalty, dedication
and passion for the art.
Today he is greatly respected by the immense number of young people who have come up through the ranks of our Federation under his supervision or examination, and the vast and growing numbers of coaches in the UK who owe
their profession to his teaching and qualification under the WJJF Training &
Development Services, as it was named when under his direction.
Currently the head of WJJF-WJJKO GB, his latest course, which is being organised in aid of Christie’s Cancer Charity, will be a ‘Legends of Ju-Jitsu Masterclass’ with himself and President Bertoletti, supported by Kai cho, Ireland David Toney, a personal student of Soke Clark, and of course the Cheshire Budo
Federation team.
Event: 14th November at Rudheath Leisure Centre.
Students will be in attendance from various clubs over the UK, including
Northern Ireland.
It is a unique opportunity to train with the originals from the Federation and
the course is endorsed by the Robert Clark Foundation.

Fantastic achievers at the Dojo, Ballymena
As the students from all over Northern Ireland eagerly congregated at the Dojo
Ballymena, the level of excitement and anticipation was tangible.
Among them were over 100 young people attempting their Junior Black belt
and Gold Tab Kobudo gradings and 50 adults from 1st – 4th Dan grade.
Of particular note, was the promotion of six of our members from our clubs in
the South of Ireland to NiDan grade. Both Milford and Budo Ju-Jitsu Rosgoil
clubs have made great progress in the last year and for both of these, originally
quite small clubs, to have so many members progress to 2nd Dan is a mark of
the exceptional work of the coaches there.
D. Flaherty receiving his black belt

Finally Gareth Rainey – coach of Galgorm and Ballymena North Ju-Jitsu clubs,
2
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Gold tabs group

Jun black belts group

Wjj Ire Sen 1st Dan group

Wjj Ire 2nd & 3rd dan

Wjj Ire 4th dan

Wjj Ireland - south
was promoted to
Master instructor
following his successful Godan grading. This grading
may be attempted
by invitation only
from the Ireland Shihan committee and president of the organisation, Shike
Bertoletti.
Gareth was a personal student of Head of Country Kai cho David Toney from
he was just 14 years of age, volunteering in the club from the age of 16. ‘It gives
me great satisfaction to see all my students progress,’ said David Toney ‘but I’ve
known Gareth since he was a young boy and watched him grow and progress
into a fantastic coach – so for him to now reach this momentous stage in his JuJitsu career is a really proud moment. ‘Master Rainey’ has worked so hard over
the years and he really deserves this prestigious grade.’

Among the stars of the Cosmos
Moscow 31 October 1-2 November
In spite of the crisis for the embargo, the flight crash in the Sinai area, the air
of Santa Klaus – the babusca, Christmas Father- is predominant.
The area of the “Exposition show”, and of the “Soviet” conquests has been renewed, improved, modernised, becoming a great centre for the International
expositions.
3

5th dan: the newly appointed Master Rainey
with his grading examiners – the Ireland
Shihan committee
Who knows they are thinking to one Expo! I complained about the 500 steps
for the visit at the monument “Völkerschlachtdenkmal” (in Italian: "Monumento della Battaglia delle Nazioni") in Lipsia, and now, to visit “the control
centre of Taganskaya”, known also as GO-42 or RFQ “Tagan”, a secret bunker,
put 60 meters under the earth in the central side of Moscow, high steps but
down.
The bunker was built about in 1952 by Iosif Vissarionovi Džugašvili known
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as Iosif Stalin (1878–1953), an iron man, and it was finished after the crisis of
Cuba in 1956, when the world for a moment was shaken by a possible nuclear
war. Now we are playing a war climbing down 69 meters under the road level,
and we are enjoying “a museum for not forgetting”!
Let’s talk about us. We came back to a “VIP dojo”, really to one of the stands
of the “expo fair”; the State TV, martial channel- if only we can have one like
this! The seminar is opened by our Shihan Alexander Bryuzgin, with an interview to Gsb, about the “difference between traditional and modern mma –
K1-Brasilian jujitsu etc …”.
What can we reply if not: “we teach ‘culture’, ‘education’; values missing today
in our consumption society and of face book, twitter and co.”.
Syusehi - shihan Stefano Draghi worked in order to give a good revision of the
“glorious Syllabus”, edited in 1979. Cutting and cutting today of that great
grammar, which is the “Syllabus” it is remained the supporting heart of the elaboration of Soke – dai Robert Clark, the great master everybody is talking
about, but few are considering really.. Details!
The Koden Enshin Ryu – Gsb/Ha, duly registered by the office of the register
UIBM with effective date 05.02.2014 n. 1577938 – under the insignia of my
family, so to avoid some usurper from creating a flag, is continuing the activity,
without interfering, neither remotely, on the interpretations of the “Syllabus”.
It could be also the time for some exams for the 3 levels: mudansha, yudansha,
kodansha.
In agreement with shihan, Alexander Bryuzgin, we have decided to postpone
them to the new year. And so with Moscow, I have finished a period in which I
travelled from one place to another: in August Hungary; in September Australia and Uk; October Germany and Russia.
I welcome in November the forthcoming course in GB (Rudheath 14), and its
problems which will straighten the few hair I have left in my head! We should
remember “look at the other mistakes and correct yours!”.

Seminar in Istanbul, Turkey
In this big town, which has changed its name twice (Byzantium became Constantinople, Constantinople became Istanbul), now live about 12.5 million people. Unique is its silhouette with well-shaped minarets, gently sloping cupolas,
bridges, thrown over the Golden Horn and the Bosporus. lt is in Istanbul where
the East and the West, Europe and Asia meet, and traveling along Turkey usual-
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ly begins here, in this metropolis, which served as the capital of three empires:
the Eastern-Roman, the Western-Roman and the Ottoman. Like in other areas
of the country, in Istanbul the presence of different civilization, mixed with one
another, is vivid. The grand Bosporus flows through the town (bull’s ford, as
mythology explains this name), the strait, 30m long, connecting the Black Sea
and the Marble Sea.
In this megapolis, under the management of Shihan Yavor Dyankov - 7 Dan
WJJF/WJJKO, and with the kind cooperation of the Turkish Ju-Jutsuj Federation, with President Orhan Ozakti, 2 seminars were held both in the European
and the Asian parts of the City. Participation involved about 200 persons, as a
great part of them were children. The topics were development of self defence
with qualification and principles of techniques, as well as directions and stages
of self-defence education, etc. A methodology of working with children was demonstrated with the purpose of developing the techniques and development
and strengthening the intellectual culture.
At the end of the seminars, the kyu and dan diplomas were handed over, during
an open ceremony for parents and outside persons. The events were reflected in
some local media (newspapers and television), which assisted the popularization
of WJJF/WJJKO in Turkey. It was agreed for a big seminar to be held next year,
where the President of the WJJF/WJJKO - Shike Bertoletti will also be invited.
The delivery of the diploma
“hall of fame” to shihan
Iwasa Sei, vice president of
the Ken shu kai of Kobe by
Sean Henke president Fesik
In memory of so shihan Eiji
Ogasahara (1935/2011)
Back in 1979 during the
Ceremony of goodbye “densho shiki” delivered the first
9° dan Wjjf to soke Kyosho
Saburo Minaki for the cooperative spirit not only for
the hontai yoshin ryu
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5th Birthday of the Judo jujitsu Brotherhood
The 5th Birthday of the JUDO JUJITSU Brothhood
WJJKO WJJF was held in Surabuya Indonesia over the
weekend of 4 5 6th oct 2015. It was very well attended by
the growing members of the JJBI WJJKO/WJJF

Upcoming Usjjf & Usa-Tkj National Seminar..!!
Dates: December 5 - 6, 2015
USJJF & USA-TKJ Referee & Traditional Skills Seminar.
Location: Jyoshinkan Dojo, 11246 Pines Blvd., Pembroke
Pines, FL 33026
Phone: 954-914-5254
On-Line Registration https://events.membersolutions.com/event_register.asp?con
tent_id=14280&s

International calendar Wjjko
2016
19-25 January: stage in Cuba
11-16 March: Norcia Italy 29th Stage and Coppa Italy of ju jitsu
11-12 June: Rome Wjjf/Wjjko Congress
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We receive and publish
To estimate carefully and attention to the “imitations” of convenience.
GSB
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